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Join now!
Festival Event “Menu” for Gold and Platinum Business Partners Club members:
A client/colleagues night out

£800 - £1,500
+ venue hire & hospitality where requested

Cartooning workshop

from £600

Provide your clients and colleagues with a night to remember. We will book you
an exclusive comedy show, at a venue that suits you. 3 comedians, supported
by a great compere, will entertain you for 75 minutes. Add a reception drink (or
drinks….) before the show, and nibbles/food plus some networking after the
show, and you’ll have a unique night which guests will remember for months to
come.

Everyone can learn to draw a cartoon in a couple of hours – as long as they
have the support of a professional cartoonist to teach them the tricks. A
cartoonist will visit you and your team to teach the basics which can then
be developed to produce a series of specific cartoons for you and your
organisation. A useful opportunity to build a team, develop relationships
amongst a team and help explore issues and topics relevant to your
organisation.

Stand Up Challenge

Business Lunch

£300+ VAT, participant fee

from £500

Impress your clients and colleagues by taking part in the unique Stand
Up Challenge. We will support and help you write a 5 minutes stand-up
routine which you will then perform as part of the final shows in Leicester or
Nottingham. Supported by Leicester Mercury and Nottingham Post.

Feed your guests and then treat them to a comedy performance they will never
forget! We can provide a brilliant comedian to attend and liven up a traditional
lunch for your clients and colleagues. Past comedians have included the winner
of the UK Pun Championships.

Adopt a comedian

All dishes are available within the main festival dates.

from £300

We can source you a comedian to liven up your event. Whether it’s a
conference, a team meeting, an AGM or other business event, a comedian can
attend and deliver a specific set for your organisation, or write material relevant
to your sector. We can also provide a comic poet who can write a specific
amusing poem, based on current issues/discussions within your organisation.
The poem can be used to send to colleagues, use on your intranet or use on
social media.
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Please ask about availability throughout the year.
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